[The effect of low concentrations of adaptogen solutions on the functional activity of murine bone marrow cells in vitro].
Influence of water solutions of chemically pure adaptogens--a synthetic analog of Rhodiola rosea extract phenol combination (SAR) and Dibazol on the functional activity of mice hemopoietic cells in vitro was studied. A clear periodical character of drugs effects manifestation with a tendency to the stimulating activity domination was revealed. A reliable stimulation of clonogenic activity was in correlation with 4 x 10(-11) and 4 x 10(-15) adaptogens molecules in SAR and Dibazol solutions per 1 blood marrow cell. This phenomenon is suggested to be connected with the solvent (water) molecules changes and the formation of structures, keeping the information of adaptogenes with possible translation of the latter during the process of consistent dissolution of the solvent.